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The Man Who Did Things
On his way out the door, Sammy considered the Shrine of St. John Neumann
located in the Northern Liberties section of Philadelphia, a little over a mile
from the row house he shared with his large, mixed-breed dog. He would not
be going there, nor had he ever been, but he considered it. He was on his way
to Fort Wayne in Michigan.

Philadelphia was the �nal resting place of the Saint, the actual man, who was
born in the Kingdom of Bohemia and died in the City of Brotherly Love in
the year 1860, almost a century and a quarter before Sammy was born. A city
is surely a feeling, Sammy felt strongly, and not a geographic location such as a
birthplace or a truck stop or a rock formation. Philadelphia was it, for now.

John Neumann hailed from the town of Prachatice, then of the Kingdom of
Bohemia, which was a part of the Austrian Empire, which was a splintered
faction of the Holy Roman Empire. It is a place in the modern-day Czech
Republic today. The name of the town remains the same.

You can think of a place. Then you can think of things to do in that place and
what that place might be like, what that place might feel like. You don’t
necessarily have to think about how to get there, but it doesn’t hurt. In any
event, you can sit tight and read or watch something on a screen, and you
don’t have to think about anything at all. These are the things you can do.

The Shrine of St. John Neumann is a literal shrine. The building houses the
actual corpse of the Saint. It lies in a glass-enclosed reliquary under the main
altar. Johnny is dressed in some fancy religious garb with a wax mask covering
his skull. In 2009, there was a �re, and the pulpit, located only inches from
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the body, was reduced to dust. However, the body of the Saint was left intact
and the wax covering on his face did not melt. Some have called this event a
miracle, but the true miracle is the unlikely existence of a 150-year-old cadaver
dressed in a funny costume on display like a baseball or a dead butter�y in the
middle of Philadelphia.

Sam's plane wasn't heading to Fort Wayne, Michigan, easily the lesser of the
Forts named Wayne, but that's where it crashed. Nobody made a shrine for
him in any city, town or place. And it’s not because there wasn’t much left of
his body, though that is true too.

After the plane crash, his dog almost starved to death. Because Sammy spent
his entire life thinking about places and things to do, and not enough time
�guring out or caring about how he could have done them with other people.
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Aalt
There is a sexless entity inside me. I like to think of her as a her, though, as a
she, a girl, e�eminate, possibly communist. She wants us to move to Holland
and become a Dutchwoman. Marry her, myself, take advantage of the politics
or whatever it is they got there. For our artistic spirit to thrive, she says. It’s
the only way. She's right. I know she is. I don't feel like this is working. I am in
it for the art, but if she is truly a communist, things might become di�cult. I
don’t understand all that. I don’t know the speci�cs of it, of anything, and
I'm not sure what we'd have leftover for art supplies after we pay for food and
shelter. I am �ne working with very little, speci�cally in terms of real things,
or working at all for that matter. I could live on potatoes, I tell her. I could live
on only air. She says, me too. I would need a machine to record my every
thought, though. Of course, she  replies. If that were the case, you know,
about having nothing else. Yes, we would need the machine then. We both
agree.

We got up this morning at six to let the dog poop and piss, and then we went
to the gym, and then somewhere (probably on Route 27 by a store sign or
logo I haven't yet noticed) we realized that the time to move, the time to do
something big had passed. But that it had only passed and that we could still
show up in Holland fashionably late as long as we did enough sit-ups and laid
o� the excess carbs. It would be a big surprise for all involved: our looking so
nice and thin and being in The Netherlands to greet our new wife, Aalt.

But we like potatoes, I think, she  and I. I ask if I can call her Sammy and she
says yes. Although, when I say "potatoes" I really don’t mean potatoes or even
carbohydrates and when I say "Sammy" I really don't mean anything at all.
Sammy knows this. Everyone around us is a demon now and so too, by our
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calculations, is everyone in the entire world, and we can't �gure out when it
all happened. We don't care so much about how everyone in the world turned
into a demon, or for what reason necessarily, we just want to know when, and
why we didn't notice. Isn't that strange? It's probably been a long time.

Sammy laughs at me when I talk about communism. I don't get mad at her
when she laughs at me for that. I've never been politically savvy. Chipper from
AAA says that I have no perspective and that I should join the Army like he
did and serve two tours in Afghanistan and then one in Iraq, and then maybe
— maybe, he says (usually he says "maybe" at least twice for dramatic e�ect)
— maybe I'll gain a little of that elusive "perspective," which he says with a
Southern drawl though he is originally from Bayonne, New Jersey.

I only started working for AAA because I am an alcoholic. And I thought it
was a more extreme version of AA and now it's been seven years but I've raked
up so much unused vacation time to use for our trip overseas and .

Nonsense, Sammy tells me when I tell her about Chipper and the war and us
maybe going over there. Sammy is a paci�st. She says — deep down at least —
most communists are. I don't necessarily believe that, but I don't argue with
her either. I don’t want to go to war. I just want to travel to exotic places that
may or may not be in a state of war.

Sammy's voice is not a sound. It's just words on the canvas of my brain.

When we talk about the Dutchwoman, we get really excited. Well, I should
say, I get really excited, and Sammy laughs at my titillation. Being inside me,
this isn't too hard to feel. This Dutchwoman, our wife-to-be, is named Aalt.
We looked up "Dutch girl names" on the internet. Aalt was the �rst one we
saw because the site we clicked on was ordered alphabetically. We liked it
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immediately. Kind of like "salt" but also "alt" (as in "alternative," our favorite
type of rock music): Aalt. Perfect.

So, back to the story. We were walking through our miserable existence, one
morning with the dog, literally walking, looking at the dog’s butt and mouth
to see if good things were coming out and to make sure bad things weren’t
going in, and we decided to play Bob Marley on the iPod. We listened to an
entire Bob Marley album in just under forty minutes. It was either his second
or �fth album. It literally doesn’t matter: every Bob Marley album is exactly
thirty-seven minutes long and, as far as I’m concerned, only microscopically
di�erent if they are di�erent at all. I thought, initially, that something had
changed inside me overnight. And in the humid morning air, I thought to
myself, I �nally understand "the point" of this music, or at least I’m starting
to passively enjoy it. But by the third or fourth  song —"Stir It Up" (my
favorite reggae song ever recorded) — I lost it all. I lost it all completely. The
entirety of that feeling, of any enjoyment, vanished. I realized that my all-time
favorite reggae song isn't even in the Top 1,000 of my all-time favorite song
songs. It's nothing personal, Bob. It's just the way my life is and it’s just the
way social constructs have molded my brain.

Sammy felt me �guring this all out and she laughed at me. She always laughs
at me. That's all I can do, she said. Just laugh. Don’t laugh, I told her. Can’t
you see there are people who like reggae and then there are people like us?
Like us how, she asked. Like there are people who like reggae and there are
people who like the idea of life as an abstract thing. She told me, People can
do both. They can’t! I yelled. They can’t. I’m sorry for yelling at you. I’m
sorry for bursting that bubble. But they can’t.

Walking the dog had kicked my allergies awake so I decided to go to the
drugstore to buy some over-the-counter medication. In CVS, I realized there
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wasn't anything good to buy because nothing cost just one dollar there.
Sammy o�ered a smile as if to say, Yeah that's the �rst step towards
communism. She’s getting pretty hardcore into this stu�, I thought. Plenty of
things cost $9.99. There was even a pair of sunglasses for $17.56. Sometimes I
want to commit suicide. Good things should cost just one dollar sometimes.
And not just in the dollar stores. And over-the-counter allergy medicine
should work better than it does. And it should probably be free. I didn’t ask
for these allergies. I felt like I really wanted to commit suicide right then and
there, like with a rope or a knife or with a gun. CVS didn’t sell any kind of
stu� like that.

But Sammy talks me o� the ledge. She says, You don’t even own a gun. I say, I
don’t own a sharp knife or a strong rope either but that’s hardly a good
enough reason not to. You’re just mad and upset because you hate your job,
she says. It’s true. There's this girl at work named Bessie who is kind of the
opposite of Sammy, and I'm guessing also the opposite of Aalt. And not just
because neither of them are real people. Bessie has a look about her like she
says mean things to people who work in service jobs. Hell, I’m her coworker
and she says mean things to me. She says stu� like, Hey stupid you're doing it
wrong. Stu� like that. I can only imagine what she might say to a barista.

Chipper isn't technically a nice guy either, but I like him. He's in it (life, at
this point) just to say outlandish things because he gets o� on the immediate
facial expressions of the people he says them to, and that's about it. But he’s a
veteran so it’s mostly alright, I think. Thank you for your service. I also
admire this singular focus of his. The guy has seen so much real death that it
makes our whining and suicidal thoughts turn into a feeling like you just can't
help but want to get beat up really badly or go do a war like he did. Like you
see a stranger, maybe an old man walking down the street, and you just want
him to hit you with his cane. Not to break any bones, but just to create a welt
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that sort of cracks in the center and leaks a little blood, like when
store-bought eggs have abortions inside them. Or like getting both your legs
blown o� in Iraq.

At the end of the day, though, Chipper knows I’m a good person. I think that
he does. We like to go drink co�ee and talk when we are on our breaks at
AAA. (We both also happen to be alcoholics, ironically.)  And although we
want to drink like madmen and fuck our bodies up and die, he's doing a good
enough job not drinking. So am I, I guess. It’s hard to tell. Sometimes I hope
he falls o� the wagon and takes me down with him. I will follow you down,
Chipper, is what I would say if he fell o� the wagon. I can see it happening.
Maybe two or three months into the bend we're in Mexico, living large and
sickly drunk with our own personal Latino versions of Aalt, only maybe even
real. I hope for di�erent things all the time. It's pretty much all I do.
Sometimes the hope is for catastrophic and damaging things, deaths even.
Death of the universe, even.

These Latino versions of Aalt would be gross-looking and have disgusting,
smallish, misshapen noses that could only breathe oxygen through strange,
medical straws, so they would look like walrus ladies. But it wouldn’t matter
because of how fucked we’d be on booze in these �nal days of debauchery.
Sammy would most likely perish in the Mexican heat and I would be alright
with that. I don’t tell her these things. I only think about them when she is in
a deep sleep. But it’s hard to know when she’s sleeping at all, so maybe she
knows about the Latino Aalt.

I told Chipper a much less subversive version of this the other day at
Starbucks. I told him that this was just a di�erent kind of "perspective," and
one we could easily gain with or without alcohol. Not necessarily in Mexico, I
say. Maybe right here in America. Even right inside his little shack by the river.
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He didn't get o�ended and he didn't agree. He just smoked his cigarette like a
movie star. I think he likes having me around because I am not him. I could
tell he was mulling it over.

Sammy says Chipper is a dangerous sort. She might be right. For instance, I
feel that Chipper could kill fourteen men. I feel this way because he has
already killed fourteen men (give or take about four, he guesses). If you’ve
killed fourteen men, who’s to say you won’t kill fourteen more at some point?

Sammy's voice — if it had a sound — would be like a �sh. It would be
gurgle-like and sexual. Fish are just one sex, you know. I tell this to Sammy.
She says that’s not true. Would it kill you to know di�erent? It would kill me,
Sammy says, if that were true. Because they’re our relatives, the �sh. And if
they were all one sex then we’d be too, and Aalt would have �sh gills where
her breasts should be and silver hair instead of lovely, �owing blonde locks.
Oh Sammy, I think. She’s only joking. For being my subconscious, Sammy is
very witty.

We're having this discussion about �sh at a bar called Babe's Place. It's just a
restaurant really. I feel like it's almost blue collar — it's in the shitty part of
town, the bartender is old and sad and she has bad hair, and so on — but they
sell crabby cakes. I want crabby cakes but the "Italian hot dog" is only six
dollars. So I get that.

It comes to me. And it's actually two hot dogs and it is delicious. I eat every
last bite. There is no jukebox here. The baseball audio from the TV is on but
it’s not loud. There are other sounds too.  There are people here that we
know. Sammy says she wants the Mariners to win. I know she's kidding, and
so then she laughs. We both laugh. I mean, the Mariners? That is funny.
(Because of the �sh thing from before. Mariners are like �shermen, I think.)
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We walk by the children's hospital on the way to the train station. Inside an
empty part of the hospital is a hall with dim lights on. We look in through the
window which is really just one of its two walls. It does whatever empty
hallways do. On the non-window wall of this hall are large �gurative
paintings. They are really, true-to-the-form, no shit, "�gurative" paintings. It
seems impossible that they have been painted on the hallway wall of a
children’s hospital. Francis Bacon's ghost is smiling in the tubes of light on
the ceiling. One of the little boy's eyes — the one with the large red ball in his
palms — are larger than most baseballs. Larger than most �sts. Too large. Are
they racist? The doctor — three �gures down — is a maniac. His stethoscope
may as well be a ninja star. Decisions are made nearly every second, by every
human on earth, nearly always. They certainly don’t make themselves.

At least there seems to be a plot, I ponder. I think about that painting a lot.
Not quite a mural but something. Not quite a cartoon, but something.
Actually — you know — what the hell was that? It still seems strange.

Sammy tells me that she was glad I put Bob Marley on my iPod. She tells me
that she told me to do that in passing one day and that, because I did it, she
loves me. I tell her she loves me regardless. Because if I die, then she's a dead
man. We don't even need to laugh at that one.

When we �nally arrive in Holland, Aalt is not as pretty as we expect. She is as
pretty as she is supposed to be, though. She is as pretty as any other
average-looking intercontinental delusion.

I'm relieved that she hates Bob Marley like me, but I'm disappointed as well.
It's unclear if she hates him to such a degree that one hot morning, we won't
be able to like him even just a little bit. She seems like a drinker. Her cheeks
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are too red. I like the color. The di�erence between loathing reggae and hating
it for symbolic reasons is pretty huge and extremely important.

Before we got on the plane to this Dutch woman's apartment (the Airbnb I
rented), Chipper had left for the new war in Iran or possibly Libya or maybe
Syria. (I don’t think the planes and boats even have set de�nitions at this
point, he’d told me. I’m pretty sure he was trying to make a joke.) On his last
day, we both left AAA early to celebrate the war and his leaving to go �ght in
it, at a bar. We both worked in the AAA o�ce and not out in the �eld helping
stranded motorists because we lost our licenses due to DUIs before we
stopped drinking. In the weeks before his redeployment I saw a man drink
with a purpose I envisioned only in my bleakest hypotheses of death.

I tell Aalt — once our children have grown and have left us, and are men, and
also occasionally women — I tell her about Chipper and the bender before
the war. She asks, The war that killed America? I say, Yes. That’s right, you
remember. We got out just in time, I say. I tell her about the time Chipper
assaulted a man in an alley and stole what little that man had by way of
wealth. Chipper said, sarcastically, that he was going to redistribute "this
wealth."  I saw Chipper not punch him in the face more than what was an
absolutely acceptable amount of face-punching, given the circumstances. I
saw the man, who was probably really just a sick animal dressed up as a man,
say something akin to "thank you" in his state of failure and pain. He got it.
He said it with his blood and with his bruises. He was so relieved to get his
head kicked the hell in. It came out in each of the thirteen dollars he
relinquished. The last of his money, but not to the penny, he said. I have a
change purse at home, he told us. We were not thieves but rather we were
making a point bigger than the moment, or the violence of the moment, or
any moment that involved pain and su�ering and a little bit of money, and
this point necessitated minor thievery. The monetary �gure squealed like a pig
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when it changed hands: each digit a space of death all to its own — $13.00, a
ten and three singles — in every curve and tiny bend, every wrinkle on the
palm of a hand. The communism in me purred and we bought Cherry Coke
slushies for the price of whatever they were. We could have bought two each.
He let the slushy man keep the space between $0.00 and one dollar, and that’s
important. Later — when I heard Chipper got killed in the war — I
pretended not to know who he was. AAA is like that, I guess.

I am still married to Aalt and not talking to Sammy. We are very old. Sammy is
maybe lost somewhere in my withering body. She should have never left my
mind, I think. She  does not approve of anything anymore (despite all of this
being her idea). California has exploded, literally. The rest of America: burnt
to a crisp. Much of Europe has gone under, emotionally and �nancially.
There are still cool pockets of the world with fun to be had: Scandinavia,
China, parts of central Africa (surprising?), and mostly things in The
Netherlands have stayed about the same.

Then one day Sammy breaks her silence. She returns and vows to never leave
again. I did not realize I missed her so much. I am not inside, Sammy says. I
never was.

I tell her that I know this. I tell it in a way as if to say, Come on. I love you. It
doesn’t even matter where you are. And then she goes and pours out
something I'd like to end this story with.

I am all around, she says. I tried to make you believe I was a part of you
because that it’s easier than thinking about other people. Does that make
sense?  I tell her that it does. She's crying.

I ask her if she feels trapped.
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Then Aalt barges in with a new video game. I hate when she plays that shit. I
wonder when Sammy will contact me again. And if she'll remember any of
this. And I wonder if that actually just happened, or am I just old and crazy
now?

Aalt will never be the same if you jump back inside me, I tell her, not
worrying about Aalt hearing me, knowing she is inside the video game now.
She'll never be the same if you just stay in the margins, either.  I smile. I look
at the dust in the air in front of my face and I see Sammy. She is a dust
particle. She �nally got out. If I eat you then Aalt will no longer exist and I’ll
time-travel back to teenage me and I can listen to reggae with Sara and eat all
the dust I want. I don’t eat the dust particle.

Aalt is a mermaid in the video game. What I’m seeing isn’t real but it’s
happening. She’s eating so many �shes. She’s like a cannibal. Had I never
noticed this before?

Aalt pumps her �st. A level is defeated.
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Gloria
I was sitting in a waiting room inside an o�ce inside the building I had
worked at for years. Even though we were seven stories o� the ground, it was
so far removed from any natural light that it felt like a basement. I never
realized the neighboring buildings were so much taller and darker. I had never
been to this �oor, the top �oor, in all my time at the company. On the
elevator ride up, I felt confused, as if in a dream. All of the logos and the
general design of this o�ce were di�erent. A man wearing a name tag which
read “Sonny” told me I was being promoted to Head of the Texas-Atlantic
Division. That seemed like too much space for a single division. The
conference room where we talked was totally void of any windows.

“Your Christian name is a bit ironic given the placement of this o�ce within
the building,” I told him, gesturing at the lack of unmanufactured light all
around us.

“What?” Sonny said, unamused, the bit totally lost on him. “You're expected
in El Paso on Tuesday. Gloria will set up travel.” A pretty woman appeared in
the doorway.

“It's just the complete lack of sunlight in here… and… Sonny…” I shrugged my
shoulders with a cartoonish exaggeration. It had gotten awkward and then I
made it worse with my histrionics. Why was he wearing a name tag in the �rst
place? He was dressed like a fast food manager. He was actually wearing a
drive-thru headset and had copious grease stains on his shirt as well.
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The next thing I knew Gloria had me by the elbow and was leading me down
a narrow hallway. She was speaking earnestly of El Paso's many splendors.
“Surprisingly excellent seafood,” she told me.

“That is surprising,” I replied.

Gloria was wearing what looked like a cocktail dress with a massive and
frankly inappropriate amount of cleavage. But my head was spinning with
too many other thoughts to give that much pause. Chief among my present
concerns was the length and nature of this hallway. We had been walking for
nearly ten minutes and there was no end in sight.

“Movie theaters, the great outdoors, ample playgrounds — if you have any
children —  a terri�c minor league baseball team, Tex-Mex like you wouldn’t
believe. Name something? El Paso has it.”

“Water park?”

“Two if you count the one inside the airport and four public splash zones.”

My mind �xated on the idea of public splash zones. Were there any here in
Easton, Pennsylvania? Did I even know what one looked like? What did one
do at a public splash zone? Splash, I assumed. No, I did not have children.

We �nally made it to the end of the hallway and Gloria opened the door.
There was another door directly behind it, a screen door. Had the hallway
descended all seven levels of the building? It didn't feel like we were going
down, or up for that matter. Just… nowhere. Anywhere.
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A comical yellow taxi, with a partial black and white checkerboard design
plastered in the middle, was waiting outside. The car looked like it was �fty or
a hundred years old. The landscape felt odd and dry. I thought I noticed a
tumbleweed in my periphery. Which side of the building was this? Were we in
Texas already?

“Your chariot, Mr. Luka,” Gloria told me, pointing at the cab. She then thrust
a large, disorganized manila folder into my arms. I hadn't noticed her carrying
it the entire walk here. There was a lengthy pause as I straightened out the
papers inside the folder.

“I… wasn't going to comment on your dress,” I told her.

“Thank you,” she said. “Good luck in El Paso. It really is the crown jewel of
West Texas.”

I had meant to say, ‘I wasn't going to comment on your dress but,’ but the
‘but’ never came, so I just told Gloria ‘thank you’ and she disappeared back
inside the building. I'm not sure I had anything to add after the ‘but’ anyway.
I guess I had mild sexual harassment on the brain. Sue me.

It felt like dusk but my appointment with Sonny was the �rst thing I'd done
all day. Maybe that wasn't too odd. Maybe most days were spent from
daybreak to twilight in the blink of an eye.

The old-timey taxi had tinted windows. I opened the backseat passenger side
door.

“Where to?” The driver muttered, gru�y.
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“El Paso?” I said, feeling distressed and confused that he didn't know this
already.

“You'll be �ying out of Philadelphia. That's all I know.” He made the ‘wipes
hands clean’ gesture. “About an hour drive in this tra�c. Buckle up.” He then
nonchalantly threw a pink cellular �ip phone over his shoulder without
looking, as if he had just knocked over a salt shaker and was wary of bad luck.
I picked it up and examined it. There was a bubbly cat from some pop culture
thing I vaguely recognized on it. I didn't know the name of the cat. I
wondered what the name of the cat was. “They'll call you with the details. I
think you change planes in Atlanta. Keep that phone in your pocket. It's on
vibrate.”

He looked at me with a devious grin in the rearview mirror when he said the
word ‘vibrate.’ It was unsettling.

At the airport I drank two 23-ounce beers, IPAs with 8% alcohol volume. It's
amazing how drunk they'll let you get in an airport. They either want more or
less trouble. It's anybody's guess. Anyway, I was pretty snookered when I
boarded the plane to Atlanta. That amount — 23 ounces — seemed like such
a random quantity. How could one say no?

I took a cat nap on the short �ight. When I woke up I thought about the �ip
phone with the animated feline. I took it out of my pocket and examined it. I
wasn't sure if these old phones even had ‘airplane mode.’ Probably not? The
lady next to me looked at my device befuddled. You and me both, I thought.

As we began our descent, I nervously searched for my connecting �ight info. I
hadn't gotten a boarding pass. I had been too busy drinking 46 ounces worth
of India pale ale to notice. “Shit,” I exclaimed, softly under my breath.
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I took out my regular phone when I got to the terminal in Atlanta and called
the o�ce. To my surprise, Gloria, who I had only just met earlier in the day,
answered on the �rst ring.

“Lester!” She screamed. “You were due in El Paso �ve hours ago! They're
waiting for you in the conference room.”

“What,” I said, completely perplexed. “I only just landed in Atlanta.”

“My goodness,” Gloria said with a muted consternation. “Sonny had so many
regrets about this. And you know… he was right.” She started to weep. “He
was right.”

I hung up the phone. I didn't need this shit.

I walked over to the departure board. Hopefully I could snag a �ight back to
Philly fairly soon. Maybe I could even get back home to Easton by midnight.

Just then my pocket vibrated. It was the kitty phone. I answered.

“Come to the Budweiser Bar & Grill in Terminal A.” The voice sounded like
Gloria.

I made my way over at a snail's pace, quietly contemplating the weird events
of the day. The e�ects of the beer lingered but were quickly leaving me. I
looked at the pink �ip phone again. Hello Kitty, I thought. I knew that all
along? Hello.
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When I got to the restaurant, I saw Gloria waiting for me. Her breasts looked
even bigger than before. They were popping out of her dress. But, more
importantly, how and why was she here in Atlanta?

“Abdul,” she called, waving at me. “Over here.”

“Did you just call me… Abdul?”

“Yes,” she answered. “There's really no time for silly games, Ab. Sit. Oh great,
you've got the folder handy. Let me see?” She gestured toward the overstu�ed
manila folder under my arm.

“Hold on a second. Gloria?” I said halfheartedly. I was unsure of everything.

“Gloria?” She replied. “What the hell's gotten into you?” Her face scrunched
up with concern.“It's me. Vicky. Who's Gloria?”

I was ready to bolt but Vicky calmly talked me down. She didn't know anyone
named Gloria. No one at the company was named Gloria.

“Alright,” I said, rubbing my cheeks with both palms. “I think I need a beer.”

“Make it two,” she said, her face still glossed over with worry.

I didn't know what my next move should be. If I stayed in this airport bar
long enough I just might end up falling in love and then eventually growing
vegetables in a corner of the lawn of a very reasonable home somewhere on
the outskirts of the Atlanta city limits. But it was a chance I had to take.
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“Vicky…” I muttered, handing my beautiful and odd new friend her drink.
She leaned over and kissed me on the lips. Perhaps a life in the south wasn't so
unlikely after all. “Well.”

“You need to get some rest, Ab,” she told me, sensing my persisting unease.
“Let's see…”

She reached across the table for the folder and began ru�ing through the
scattered papers. “Hmm… Interesting. Very interesting,” she said. “This is
good. We can push back the thing in Cleveland until Wednesday. Let's go
home and order pizza.”

Home?

The next thing I knew we were in a car driving away from the airport. I
thought that if I owned a dog back in Easton that the dog would likely be
barking like mad now and — if no one heard its call — dead soon enough.
Maybe I had died. On the plane, on route to El Paso. Maybe this was the
afterlife and Gloria/Vicky, some kind of an angel. Or…

“Do you believe in heaven and hell?” I asked her. She was speeding behind the
wheel in a red Mustang convertible on an oddly empty highway. But she was
totally in control of the car, totally in control.

“Of course,” Vicky said with a wink. We were getting nowhere fast, literally,
on multiple levels.

We pulled up to the driveway of a suburban mansion. “Home sweet home,”
she said.
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In the kitchen, Vicky set down her bag which had swallowed the manila
folder. “Diana? Abe?” She beckoned. “Come up and say hi to daddy.”

My children, two adorable kids, came scampering up the basement stairs.
They were twins, or so it appeared. “Daddy!” They called in unison. They
gave me the best hug I'd ever received.

“Daddy, umm… daddy needs to talk to, ah… mommy? In private.” Vicky
stared at me with that scrunchy, concerned face again. She grabbed me by the
elbow and took me to another room, a small den, closing the door behind
her.

“What the hell, Ab? They haven't seen you in days and that's the e�ort you
give?” I felt ill.

I barged past her back into the kitchen. The kids' faces looked sad,
disappointed, scared. I grabbed the folder out of Vicky's bag and went
outside. She ran after me.

I scurried down the driveway, shooing her away as if an aggressive homeless
person was following too closely. She wouldn't quit, so I started jogging. I
wound up in a neighbor's backyard and sat down under a tree. I poured the
contents of the folder onto the grass in front of me. All of the pages were
identical: photocopies of a crude drawing of a horse or perhaps a skinny,
deranged-looking bull with a barely legible word scrawled at the bottom. I
think it read, “LINDA.” The artist?

I looked up. My jaw hung dumbly. Then I noticed the perimeter of the tree
— about ten-feet wide all around — was lined with tiny candles and broken
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twigs. The candles were lit and a tall man was standing just outside the circle
wearing a cloak.

He lifted the hood of his cloak and spoke. His face was painted white. “Hey
there, Abdul. Were you… have you been sitting there the whole time?”

Just then Diana and Abe came running out onto the back deck of the house
whose yard this was. They were �anked by three other children, all about the
same size, which is to say under four-feet tall.

“Daddy!” Abe came running at me. “Where's your costume?” Abe was
dressed as a white cat with green pants held up by black suspenders.

“Who are you supposed to be?” I asked.

“Daniel! From Hello Kitty.” Sure enough, his sister was the character from
the �ip phone, basically a female version of Abe's cat. I reached into my
pocket to double-check but the phone was gone.

“Ab, you're not still a vegetarian are you?” The cloaked man asked. He was
standing in front of a massive grill on the large back deck. Smoke �lled the air
and the stench of cooking meat took over my nostrils

“Umm, I never… ah, no. No thank you,” I replied.

“Great because Glenn likes his steaks raw.”

Glenn?
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The woman who was apparently my wife in this new existence emerged from
the house in a completely scandalous sexy witch out�t. She — Vicky, Gloria,
whomever — had an outlandish con�dence that frightened me. But it
actually made this transition easier in a way. My reptile brain succumbed and
the utter confusion dissolved my entire being into a putty. She was in control
and could mold me into anything, move me anywhere.

The papers that I had scattered in front of me were now a single sheet. And
where it had ‘LINDA’ scrawled on it before now  read, ‘INDIA.’ I picked it
up and crumpled it into my pocket.

I scurried past the children — my two kitties and a trio of ghouls — and onto
the deck. The man at the grill reached into a cooler and handed me a beer.

“Sam,” Vicky said. “When did you say Glenn and Erica were arriving?”

“They're already here,” the grilling reaper said. “That's little Tommy on the
lawn.”

“Oh, I hadn't noticed.”

“Yeah. He wanted to dress like Sammy Jr. So did Tyler for that matter.”

“Excuse me,” I said. “Gotta hit the bathroom.”

“Sure, bud,” Sam replied. “You know where it is.” That's what you think, I
thought.
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While searching for the toilet, I heard the sounds of two adults �ghting
behind a closed door. I imagined this was Glenn and Erica, though it was
anybody's best guess.

“It wasn't mine!” The male voice shouted.

“Then whose is it?” The female voice screamed back.

I �nally found the bathroom and stared into the mirror. “Abdul,” I said to my
re�ection. “Your name is Abdul now.” I laughed and sat down on the toilet. I
began to laugh maniacally. I took out the ball of paper from my pocket and
unrolled it. It said ‘LINDA’ again and not ‘INDIA.’ What was this massive
clue telling me? Maybe there was a person in India named Linda and I needed
to �nd her? But… was she a deranged, hoofed mammal? Could be. Why not?
I could only laugh at the absurdity.

I made my way out to the front door and out onto the main lawn. This street
of compressed mansions was certainly a type of hell.

I pulled out my phone and ordered a car. I needed to end this. I needed to get
back home, back home to Easton.

When I entered the Atlanta airport as my destination it said I was over 1,400
miles away. I shrugged and set my pickup location for the end of the block
and began walking.

I sat down on the corner, exactly in the middle of the blue dot on the screen
of my phone. A large bird swooped down next to me, a vulture. The
scavenger was big and black. Its wingspan must have been at least six feet. It
began picking apart an invisible animal as if it were a vulture mime. It did this
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for several minutes. I was completely trans�xed. Eventually, the car I'd
ordered came �ying down the street, striking the large bird dead. I watched it
disappear until it was as nonexistent as the meal it had been eating.

“Lester?” Brian said. I knew the man behind the wheel was named Brian
because my phone had told me so.

“Yes,” I said, quietly, my mind still �xed on the vulture mime. It was useless to
challenge these events until I was home and under proper psychiatric care.
“That's me.” That's me?

I got in the back passenger-side seat and settled in.

“So, umm… the thing said you wanted to head to the airport in Atlanta?
Atlanta, Georgia. I �gured you must've meant the El Paso International.
Right?”

“El Paso? Is that where we are right now?” I asked.

“Umm,” Brian said cautiously. “Well, we're in Horizon City, just outside of El
Paso.” He paused and turned to look at me face to face. “Do you want me to
take you to ELP? It's about a sixty-dollar trip, or around that.”

“Yes,” I told him. “I'm sorry. I've been traveling for awhile. El Paso. Of
course.” I smiled.

“Okay,” he said. And we were o�.
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I thought about the water park in the El Paso airport, the one Gloria had
mentioned. It momentarily erased the torture my life had become. It was
refreshing, exhilarating and fun.

“Mind if we make a stop?” Brian asked. This certainly was unorthodox.

“I guess?” I replied quizzically.

“Great. My niece is a really important artist. Her stu� sells for millions. She
needs to get to the airport too.”

“Sure, whatever,” I said, dropping my head into my left hand. My right hand
was outside the vehicle window. It was in the shape of a cup. I was hoping a
small bird would land in it. Maybe I could turn one of the El Paso airport
water park attractions into a boiling cauldron. I could drop the bird in alive
and create a stew. The stew would be an antidote and my life would return to
normal. Voila, no problem. Just drink the water park bird stew, I thought.

We pulled up to a nondescript house in a far less a�uent neighborhood than
where Vicky lived. Brian invited me in. The world was in a controlled,
sustained spin so I said okay. I was afraid to leave the spin. Whenever I left the
spin I only fell deeper into what I was afraid might be hell.

A toddler opened the door, a little girl. “Lester,” Brian said. “This is Linda.”

Linda? Hmm.

I said hello and followed them into the living room. Slyly, I reached into my
pocket for the drawing. I peaked through the crumples and saw it wasn't the
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same. It was an invoice now. I fully unwrapped it and Linda snatched it out of
my hands.

“Very well,” she said, quickly examining the paper. She reached into a
backpack, a Hello Kitty backpack, slung loosely on her shoulder, and handed
me a brown paper bag.

“What's this?” I asked.

“Your money,” the little girl said with a smile. “We love it.”

“We do,” Brian reiterated. “It's really something.”

“Of course, you'll get the next payment after it sells. It's on its way to the
gallery right now,” Linda said. Her voice and vocabulary curiously
outmatched her appearance.

We sat down for milk and cookies, and I was able to casually grasp what was
going on.

I had, allegedly, been creating artworks, large abstract artworks, for the last
year and a half. Brian and Linda were selling them under the guise that Linda
—Linda Lury, age four— was the creator. 60 Minutes had covered the
phenomenon. It was a hugely viral and pro�table success. I had never so
much as doodled before in my life.

“We should go,” Brian said. “Don't want to be late. Especially if you want to
hit Wyndham.” The Wyndham El Paso Airport Hotel and Water Park was the
name of the water park in the El Paso airport. It was really happening.
Although I soon learned that the park wasn’t actually in the airport but
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directly adjacent. While this certainly wasn’t unexpected in hindsight, it left
me feeling unreasonably sour and let down. My disappointment was jolted,
however, when I realized they intended for me to chaperone young Linda to a
gallery opening in Los Angeles after our water park adventure. Sure. Why
not? Don't leave the spin.

“Isn't it a little dangerous,” I asked on the car ride over. “You know… my
being there? Like… for the art scam and stu�?” Brian and Linda chuckled and
did not respond.

We made a stop in downtown El Paso at a boutique costume shop. The water
park was having a custom contest. A water park seemed like the worst place
possible for a costume contest.

The manic lady who answered the bell at the shop explained our elaborate
disguise. Linda was going to be mounted to a brace connected to my
shoulders and neck. Both of our bodies were to be out�tted with a wire shell.
Then she was going to sew a colorful dragon to the outside of the frame.

“But how are we supposed to ride the rides?” I asked.

“The costume is waterproof!” The lady said with a snippy laugh. I never
learned her name.

“Well, you won't be able to �t inside the car now. You'll have to walk the rest
of the way. It's about six miles,” Brian said. We were standing outside the shop
and I was already sweating profusely. I could barely make out what he was
saying inside the suit. “Goodbye,” I said, unsure if he heard me.
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My Mantra
I sought a haunted meditation. Anything that could give me the illusion of
expanse would su�ce. You learn to ask for the imitation, eventually. That’s
when I learned my mantra was just my full name, Jeffrey. It was better than
waiting around for the real thing. I said it in two distinct syllables: Jeff Free.

I heard it �rst in mutant incantations, howls in my dreams. I couldn’t tell if
they were benevolent spirits, or if I was prepared to accept the alternative if
they weren’t. Jeff Free, Jeff Free, Jeff Free.

The saga of the three squirrels provided some clarity.

The �rst squirrel was a sleeper squirrel. It taught me the value of time. I called
it Sleeper. It only knew how to do things peacefully. Sometimes it was a black
plastic bag.

The second squirrel was a mad squirrel. It came in screaming, deformed from
mange, and died quickly in a freezing rain. It slept its life and was violently
alive in death. I called it Ghost because I never actually saw it live.

The third squirrel was the only true squirrel. I kept it safe from the weather
and fed it peanuts. I called it Kid, and it could never die. There was a red circle
around its mouth that wasn't its mouth, but a portal.

When I say my mantra, it is what amounts to taunting myself. I lean into the
portal and it’s just another hole.
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Xx
I was dropped, kicked out of the family tree at a young age and splayed — my
crossed eyes miraculously �xed by the fall— all over the shitty grass that grew
but mud, weeds and moss: the backlawn of the house, my childhood home. I
didn't know about my eyes, of course, lying there then, injured, though I
could see something in the faces of my former family up high (regret?); a
cosmetic courtesy born of their intrepid violence, thank you very much.

When I �nally looked in a mirror, eighteen years later, and saw my eyes, I
realized how non-negotiable seeing truly is. My former father, hooting like an
owl in the tree, watched me build a white picket fence with all of the teeth I'd
lost in the interim. Having neglected the mirror for so long, I'd taken to
brushing someone else's teeth and how I grew new adult teeth where the
rotten ones departed is a mystery. The hoots seemed to signal, if not directly
identify the source of this miracle but I don't speak owl and I still didn't
know whose teeth I'd been brushing all that long while.

That we're often the opposite of before is an underlying condition for the
ages. The analogy of one's eyes becoming uncrossed by a brute force shock to
the system, such as being kicked by a mule or experiencing a great fall, is used
to counteract this, to show how change can happen suddenly if not magically
is and has always been the master plan of Xx. Our genetics are a wretched
bacteria. They are constantly mocking and mutating and muting our many
similarities. We can blame our disconnect on them rather than heaping false
praise on the many cataloged images (we would never have to say "he/she has
your eyes" again in a slightly pitched voice).
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It was easy for me to see this truth. And so, I must ask now, was the
dropkicking intentional? The strike of an emotional mule as premeditated
payback? If I wasn't so brave to point out the di�erence but therein lies the
di�erence. A John beyond a Je� for a century spent wallowing with the dark
pigs oinking in eternity.

We all dream of a tower with but a small sterile facility housing only a toilet,
to shit in God's light and feel the kiss of his wind on high. How many
construction workers have to die for me to have this room? I'll paint their
names in blood on the walls enclosing the spiral staircase. Respect the thin
yellow line! (Yellow, for their hard hats. Please refer to my online shop and its
recent "Construction Lives Matter" T-shirt sale: my exclusive American �ag
with yellow stripe design on the front; on the back, the words "construction
workers are almost 10x more likely to die on the job than cops.")

It's clear now, above all else, that the ants are here on earth only from growing
inside me. And the thumbs are key actors in this war. The war against the
insects and the insigni�cant. Weak wrists symbolize a faultline of the spine,
but a strong set of thumbs can overthrow this. I didn't want to become the
�rst person on earth whose �ngernails became a fully living part of their body,
became just more skin, the good cells with feeling. But evolution has no
friends and an even shorter list of enemies. Has this been happening all along?
It's the best and worst thumbs have to o�er. It’s about possibilities.
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The Steaks of Joe

It sucked and hurt when I ripped out all of my teeth. But this tooth necklace
is pretty badass. I often see people on the street and they stare. They stare in
that startled way one does when they believe they have just seen a man or
woman wearing jewelry concocted from human teeth. Although, sometimes I
don't see anyone at all, and that's �ne too.

If you need to move around in the world, you can use your feet or a car.
(There are many other options — eg. bicycles and segways — but on a purely
philosophical level, these are the only two choices in our modern times.) I
prefer to use my feet. Sometimes the cars will yell at me when I am on roads
where people aren’t supposed to be. This is a form of discrimination, in my
opinion. It’s not as bad as a person discriminating against another person
because one of the people in this scenario is just a car. Even though it is
emotionally draining — and occasionally scary — I’m happy I’m a person
and not a car. Sometimes I scream back at the cars. But my voice isn’t nearly as
loud.

Another thing I think about is how we eat animals and animal products.
Animal products are weirder than even eating the �esh of an animal, in a way.
If you ask me, animal ‘abortions and excretions’ doesn't have quite the same
ring as animal ‘products.’ Thank you, I’ll be here all book. (To explain this
joke: I’ll occasionally transition these words  into the script of a bad stand-up
comedian, at which points you will read the words, “Thank you,” as if I am
thanking some nonexistent audience in anticipation of ‘their’ laughter, ergo
‘their’ [assumed] reinforcement of my prowess as a humorist, lest you missed
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the sentiment as a joke at all. This will happen only two more times before the
story is over, though. So worry not.) But man oh man, I do love cheese and
eggs! It's about marketing, people! One of the reasons I wear the tooth
necklace is as a reminder, as a symbol. I will not chew on your �esh, my sweet
animal friends. But if you are so kind as to expel things from your body for
me to put inside my body, I will accept these gifts. I will gum them in my
toothless mouth and swallow. Bless you, creatures. Cheese and eggs are easy to
gum.

In fact, just the other day, I was nibbling on some cheese at a petting zoo. I
had a chance to say this directly to a goat, though — full disclosure — I
wasn't wasn't eating goat cheese (it was cow milk cheddar). Still, I thought,
the sentiment remains the same. And I did it. I thanked him in a symbolic
sense for all the cheese and eggs. The reaction was purely nonverbal, and it’s
debatable if it even took place at all. This petting zoo did not have any cows.
Their selection of touchable animals was pretty limited, actually.

For a long time now I’ve wanted to make a television show about a toothless
person walking the earth screaming at cars. Viewers would almost certainly
assume it was not an autobiographical show. And then one day I would
release a documentary �lm about my own life. The only di�erence between
the two would be the total lack of plot in the documentary. A television show
needs plot. Most lives lack plot and that’s why TV is so popular. The show
would be packed with wacky hijinks and interesting plots. Maybe my life
would be better if it had a plot.

Although, perhaps I am underestimating my TV show’s potential audience.
There are probably people just like me in every city all across the land.
Toothless mountain folk chanting guttural obscenities at SUVs in the cities
they’ve found themselves in. Beach bums sucking on ripe fruit, spitting the
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seeds and a piece of their mind at passing convertibles. Maybe viewers would
be shocked that the show wasn’t based on a real person. The character (based
on me) would be the long lost friend they had always wanted to have in their
life, or some facsimile or avatar for themselves mirrored back at them in an
oddly reassuring way. So familiar, yet just edgy enough to pepper the
relationship with a sense of danger. People like feeling scared more often than
seems reasonable or healthy and this feeling is growing out of control like a
plague, in my opinion.

Truth is, I just don’t know. My life is isolated and the places I go are
unwelcoming. I enjoy googling random places: towns, hamlets,
municipalities, villages, mid-size cities and the like. I drag the little yellow man
onto the streets and I am transported there (via ‘street view’). I look at the
houses and the business and I follow the arrows. I am the little yellow man.
But I am not scared. Thank you.

Just the other day, I had to follow some arrows in the real world. I’m talking
about mental or metaphysical arrows arranged via circumstances seemingly
adrift of my control, my total control. (To what degree this is actually true is
sort of the main theme of this  story, for what it’s worth. Thank you.) The
arrows led me to the post o�ce to pick up the human ashes of a deceased man
and then to a restaurant to pick up a cheesesteak for my father. And here’s the
part of this story where the real laughs roll in. I don’t even need to say “Thank
you.”

Part of the box said ‘cremated human remains’ on it, in two di�erent places
via bright orange ‘cremated human remains’ stickers, so I was very careful not
to have those parts of the box showing when I went into the cheesesteak shop.
This was more di�cult than you might think as the rectangular box was
deceptively heavy, with the ‘cremated human remains’ stickers in prominent
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positions on each of the thinner sides, so I had to awkwardly tuck the box in
the cradle of my arm, pressed tight against my body, as if I were carrying an
injured animal of some kind. (I imagine this is how one might carry an
injured animal, though I have no personal experience or insight into the
matter.)

I walked into Joe’s Steaks and proceeded to tell the lady behind the counter
about the cheesesteak order I had called in earlier, but she beat me to the
punch. “Oh, you got me a present,” she joked, nodding to the box I had
secured nervously against my person.

This is the whole joke, really. Do I need to explain it?
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Words of the Ninja
I could’ve sworn this was a story already. The McDonald’s play place was so
overrun with raccoons that the children got jealous enough to start taking
care of the environment and they built a massive yellow statue in honor of
Julian, The Last Pisser. I drew a face on my knocko� iPad and duct-taped it to
my face and pretended to be Julian. The army general who was choking on
McDonald’s apple pie served me a piece of McDonald’s apple pie �lled with
piping hot enemy kneecaps he had collected in the war and we had a good
laugh before we both choked on the steam of our sexual tension. I dreamt of a
�annel shirt that was so translucent I could sun my pecs in winter. Inventing
new words is easy but making them look good in gra�ti on your boss’s garage
is hard. You can’t replace massage therapy with a pig roast but thanks for
inquiring. One of these nights the table is going to strike back and start
putting the food on our backs and all the houses will turn into McDonald’s
and the patrons will be cattle. But everything’s coming up aces in the Meat
Town across the street and the glimmer in your eye is an energy we can use to
assassinate our shoes. It’s not that everything looks smaller here but that we
grew larger than the gorillas without noticing. We could hire the gorilla as
henchmen (or henchgorillas) to murder all the cattle? Every breath you take
comes from the toxic discharge of a factory in heaven producing special
iPhones for angels. My cousin learned how to beatbox from a homeless man
in Japan but he doesn’t use his mouth because he sold his mouth to an
amoeba currently evolving on a discarded chicken nugget in the ballpit. The
snobby mosquitoes prevented me from coming up with slogans all day
because they would only suck the blood of more a�uent men and I got
jealous. So I threw a handful of marbles at a stray dog and President Obama
cried. “Shirt laundry is the best kind of laundry for every shirt there is” read a
billboard protruding from the roof of Meat Town. The coolest guy in the
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world owns in�nity chickens and hatches out of each egg a slightly better
version of himself. Don’t dropkick a newborn animal even if they are on the
endangered species list and the intended target of your dropkick is the iPhone
heaven. “Every time a bird poops on a monument a racist child gets brace,”
the billboard read now.  I stared into the eyes of the dead army general until
back out the other side of his head blossomed the grandest ice cream sundae
in the whole country. Even if you buy stilts you can still be scared of heights
and ghosts and all sorts of things and you wouldn’t be able to lick the cherry
o� the top of the ice cream sundae because it’s that large. “All I wanted for
Christmas was a new pair of walrus pajamas but I got a jumbo jet instead,”
one of the henchgorillas told me. I screamed at him to get back to work as a
cow eating the face of a man who had grown out of my back started to itch
me in an unbearable way. At the asteroid kennel you used to be able to adopt
a comet but the vending machine broke and they only got pebbles now.
Everyone should put an alligator inside their torsos before doing their taxes to
better absorb the �nancial hit of the tiny cosmic pebbles that intrinsically lose
their value as soon as they become embedded in your person. A house full of
cats is better if they are all wearing tuxedos but I understand spandex suits are
better in this economy. Just the other day Julian himself was going on and on
about how many space pebbles his cats’ spandex suits had de�ected and he
pointed to his neighbors’ lawn which was littered with them. I fed my
sardine-�avored butt to a butt jesus named Glitter Pops on the Fourth of July.
It is sometimes fun to deface a cop’s beach house with hot glue guns and
neon crayons. I fell into the camp�re seconds before the ice cream man
handed out the �ame retardant clothing as the world’s loneliest shepherd
tended to his �ock of antique 9/11 bobbleheads. Nobody wanted antique
9/11 bobbleheads after the space debris audits because nobody could a�ord
them. All the tiny people took pictures of their thumbs and taped them to the
top of the monument. “The largest drop of water in the clouds is �ve times
bigger than an ocean so look out when it rains,” a newsman dressed as a
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gorilla said on TV.  “It’s not good to think about food in front of a
refrigerator full of human skin,” he continued. All the animals at the mall
turned into gorillas on the day the soda fountain died. The elevator stopped
at every �oor and we all transformed into a single giant ball of �esh by the
time we reached the clouds and I instructed my former self to share my vegan
ice cream with every soldier at the bottom of the well. The broken carousel
grew umbrellas out of each horse’s eye socket and the children screamed with
joy in the McDonald’s ballpit. “Anyone’s skull will shatter if you pour enough
milk into the eye sockets,” Mr. Newsman droned on. There are warning
labels on all the foreheads of all the animals we eat but they remove them
before the murder takes place but ever since the murders started taking place
right on the stoves at all the McDonald’s stores and their screams rang out
across the land people started to reconsider what exactly they were putting in
their bodies. A ninja emerged from the fast food bathroom and told us, “You
can feel warm when it is cold outside if you superglue enough salami to the
walls.” The smallest mammals are the smartest because they can hide their
food between blades of grass. I took the subway without my multiple
personality disorder medication and we got out at every stop. All the blue
pandas sco�ed at the panda-colored pandas on the streets of New York City
and every other colored panda cried because those pandas didn’t exist at all.
“It was blue or bust in the Big Apple,” said the ninja as a tear rolled down her
face. My McDonald’s Grandma traded her antique samurai sword collection
straight up for a Diet Pepsi and rum because the general or Julian had decreed
that it was legal for fast food eateries to o�er free booze to grandmas who
asked. Fleshy birds land on the metal trees outside sometimes and only
Obama can eat their meat. If you want to make Obama happy you should
shoot as many of the �eshy metal tree birds and freeze their meat. He loves
�eshy bird popsicles best. I wanted to paint the barn roof plaid but all the
animals who lived in the main house cyber-bullied me into submission. They
eventually so bad about doing that they marched down to our local
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McDonald’s and did a mass suicide in the ballpit. “The lone wolf of every
pack has armpit hair that pretends to be an albino crocodile’s goatee,” the
ninja said. “They surely have no friends and are more likely than not to
prompt their grade school art teachers to set �re to his or her golf clubs on top
of Dubai’s tallest building,” she continued. The annoyed vest dined on plastic
sandals with the naked chick as I tried to �nd the last remnants of urine in the
ballpit. “Take advantage of our special o�er of no death on the American
highway forever,” the billboard had changed again. A woman in a camou�age
hat and tank top with a SpongeBob backpack looked at the religious painting
and held hands with her white T-shirt man until his tongue turned into a
serpent and jumped headlong into the pit hungry for piss. My dad built a
walking bridge big enough for shoes the size of tiny cars and yelled at me to
reach up and grab it and move myself to safety. “You can live inside a can of
tuna for months if the Wi-Fi signal is strong enough,” the ninja said but
everyone had stopped listening on account of their ears turning into �eshy
birds. “Amputated arms are in fashion in the land of dog woof doorbells.” A
man followed his heart directly into a lake of poo poo casserole which was
over�owing from a jacuzzi on a �atbed truck in the parking lot. His
hardwood head had an itch and only a Nike swastika tattoo could ease it so he
summoned Julian’s ghost from inside a yellow ball to do the inking. Julian
unleashed a �urry of urine when he emerged from the ball and I drowned. My
ghost was transferred to a town in Texas controlled by horses. Outside of the
rodeo all the ladies stuck their big toes in the meat fountain. The man with
the Nike swastika tattoo ate chicken nuggets until every blimp pilot landed to
salute his bravery. The blimp pilots’ shirts were the same red as the mechanical
bull’s eyes which sought to crush their eternal spirit. I rode this McDonald’s
mechanical bull until its red eyes were my own. “Give the monsters in the
night Hellmann’s brand mayo if you want to smell daylight again,” the ninja
told me with her dying breath. “Every tree is married to a bird’s nest and the
divorce rate is 100% now that Obama is in town,” a small child said. “Every
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animal is equal in our dreams of outer-space.” The boy couldn’t hold two
sticks of butter and �ve balloons at once but he sure tried his best. I was that
little boy once.
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Nuke Jersey
In the second summer of the year 2200, Tommy hatched a plan to nuke
Jersey. Yeah, he was sick of all the bridge-and-tunnel nobodies mucking up his
beloved Manhattan. He was petting his pet micro-anaconda
(genetically-modi�ed snake pet, totally docile, 15-20 cm in length full-grown)
and slamming the air in front of his iPhone 54 (no touchscreen, phone works
via a secret sign language) when the idea was born

He walked over to his mother’s drug orb (basically a decorative salad bowl
�lled with pills) and picked out two Plentimaxils gelcaps (futuristic
anti-depressant, but also like LSD). He swallowed them down with some
Sprite. “Well, Jim,” he said. (Jim was Tommy's M.A., micro-anaconda). “It’s
only a matter of time now.” He walked over to the window overlooking Nike
Park (formerly “Central”) and let out a hearty movie-villain laugh.

Tommy thought, “call Bing” and his iPhone 54 dialed him up (special brain
implant also comes with the phone to do things like that). Bing was his cousin
who lived in Florigone (island remnants of Florida, what was left after World
War VII over 50 years ago). Bing wasn’t named after the search engine or even
Bing Crosby but rather the pop star Bing Rhames, the great-great-great-great
grandson of actor Ving Rhames (basically the Justin Bieber of the 2150s).He
invited him over as he stroked the nuclear detonator in a weirdly sexual way.

They watched the bombs go o� together and laughed. New Jersey was no
more.
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In Lamberton
A NOVELLA

Josh Bertram liked to think of himself in and of an alternate reality. A place
just like his own but without feeling. A place without feelings like depression.
He didn't like that this dream-place wasn't more speci�c. But he was
sometimes content thinking about not being depressed. It really wasn't so
much he was after.

He brushed his teeth and looked into the mirror. He saw a sixty-three-year old
man, and that was how old he was. It never occurred to him to worry about
age or appearance, but it bothered him in an abstract way when he was
younger, much much younger.

When he was younger he liked to compare the accomplishments of others to
that of his own. Mostly acquaintances. Such-and-such has already done this
with his life, he'd think. And he's even younger than me. This was certainly a
horrible, misguided thing to do. And he stopped doing it, well, he couldn't
remember when. It was most likely before the day he gave up on his dreams.
And he could pinpoint the date of that precisely.

In his mouth, he guessed he had a dozen cavities. He had only seven. Either
way, Josh would die without getting them �xed.

He had trouble coming to grips with why things were the way they were. But
in reality, he was troubled because he had nobody to talk to. He never did.
Existentialism is bullshit unless you're enjoying a conversation with someone
about existentialism. You don't even need to know what you're talking about.
You don't need to call it that. Josh thought religion was bullshit.
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⌊ Brent ⌋

"That will be $5.50."

Brent was �nishing up the overnight shift at The Cricket. It was nearly six
AM. Sometimes he just said the price, and sometimes he said "That will be..."
and then the price. Sometimes he didn't speak at all. There was little need.

"Thanks."

A man forked over exact change and snatched a pack of cigarettes o� the
counter. He then proceeded to smack the top of the box against his left hand
three times.  He did this exactly three times. Very rhythmically, Brent thought.
Moving away, he opened the pack. He did this all in one motion. His �ngers
were unwrapping the plastic not two steps away from the counter. The man
stopped at the glass door and seemed to think deeply. His name was Brian and
he had a terrible feeling. He tucked a cigarette into his mouth.  A crooked
mouth against a confused, crooked face. Had he forgotten something?

In his car, which he'd left running because of the cold, he smoked with the
windows up. And he thought some more. He struggled with thoughts and he
came up empty. The cigarette was nearly �nished. With every breath he
smoked. Whiteness was everywhere. In the smoke and in the snow and in the
air and the parts of the peoples’ faces that weren’t red from the cold. His eyes
burned and �lled with water before he �nally cracked a window and drove
o�. He was late for work.

Back at his apartment, a saucepan half-full of grits was about to catch �re.

⌊ The Lady Who Owned the Bookstore ⌋
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"I am in and of an alternate reality," Joe said. He was drunk and talking to the
lady who owned the bookstore he lived above. "I don't feel real when this is
so, and that makes me feel better." He would not remember this conversation.
It was the third time that month he had pestered his shy, old neighbor on her
way out the door. Her face crumpled and she stuttered nothing close to real
words. She just wanted to evaporate. The sound her tires made against the
gravel scared her as she drove away.

She did not have a lot of money, or family, or friends. She struggled with life.
Life sometimes treated her the way a child often treats a daddy longlegs.
Occasionally she imagined she was a giant bug. Her buggy legs getting ripped
o� cruelly by giant children. Splashing water from the bathroom sink, and
sometimes tears, made these pictures, these mental pictures go away.

⌊ Bob ⌋

The setting sun hit his inebriated eyes in a very rural area. Glenn pulled on his
cigarette. He was drinking for the �rst time in over seven years. There was
nothing shocking about what had just transpired, though it was shocking.
He’d just kicked his eldest son Bob out of the house. You did the right thing,
he thought to himself.

Tightened muscles around his mouth helped to �ght back tears. He couldn't
and wouldn’t cry then. The muscles weren't really doing much, just making
him feel the tension and anger a little bit more.

Bob left immediately. Having packed his bags the night before. Glenn seemed
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to notice this. But it wasn't good information. His other boys, Harry, Mike,
Steve and Glenn Junior were all equally thrown. Harry and Mike, second and
third born respectively, sat in their shared room without talking. Steve rode
his bike some place, maybe the river. Glenn Junior was still a little kid, and he
tried to play, but it was di�cult for him to concentrate on the trains and cars
in the plastic bucket he pawed at in front of him. Bob didn't need to get a
ticket at the train station.  He had bought one two weeks earlier.

And he didn't need to walk the whole way. His girlfriend Melissa was waiting
for him just a few miles down the road from the family farm. He barely saw
the drunk driver before he died.

⌊ Erica ⌋

Erica liked to make �irty faces with her own eyes in a bedroom mirror. And
was prone to talking to herself. Like to a stranger in a bar. Or her idea of such
a thing. Having a wonderful one-sided conversation. For the both of her. Free
from interpretation. In the mode of recklessly happy drunks. She had never
had a sip of alcohol.

"What will we do there? What will we be like?" She touched her neck. She was
sitting on a stool that was painted white. The cushion was fake leather red.
"What will John or Jason or Thomas look like?"

"Erica?"  Her father called from somewhere downstairs. "Erica?"

⌊ Elroy & Ang ⌋
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They hadn't spoken in about nine years when Ang traveled to Lamberton
after the �re. When she left him nearly too hungover to speak, he said, "I'm
sure you'll do big things without me."  This of course made her feel bad. But
Elroy's face was expressionless. And she didn't care if he could pay the rent
alone.

He couldn't pay the rent by himself. However, he could still a�ord cheap
booze. So such is the case that he does not remember much from this
timeframe.

One day, soon after, Elroy did something that he found horribly degrading
just to get out of the cold. It was always very cold. He vaguely remembered
the degrading thing.

Ang did things that brought about great �nancial reward. After she left her
boyfriend a drunken mess. She had no active regrets, but something inside
told her that she should. If only for feigning such, in certain situations, might
bring about something else to experience in life, or make more connections.

Ang was a semi-famous journalist, the author of two books and co-author of
another.

At the motel, the Lamberton Inn, she looked into the mirror and said, "It's
still damn cold here, a damn bitter." She made her lips and eyes into a familiar
if unnatural shape. A stranger.

"Better make sure to moisturize."
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⌊ Corey ⌋

Corey stood mostly motionless in front of the register. Through the window
of the store, partially clouded by grime, and the glass of the car, white with
smoke inside, he looked at and wondered about the young man sitting behind
the steering wheel. They'd crossed paths nearly every morning for the past six
months. One of the few regulars he knew nothing about. One of the few in
this tiny town he knew nothing about. He thought about him deeply for a
little while. Until the car drove o�. Just a kid really, Corey thought.

Then he set up the co�ee-makers for Dan and Jones who were always on
time. He cleaned the co�ee station. He re�lled �lters in plastic containers and
put them in the cabinets below the station. Enough co�ee to last the day. The
last PM kid, who worked ten to midnight, never bothered. But Corey liked
Dan and Jones, who held The Cricket together during the busiest time of day,
the morning rush. They did so six times a week save Sunday. Corey worked
the night shift, midnight to 6:30 AM. More often than not.

But what the hell was he doing there? He often wondered. It beat the butcher
shop and the drive three towns over, but it was not his dream. Sure enough it
rarely is, but that never makes it right.

Dan arrived before Jones, which was not unusual.

"Hey Corey."

"Hi Don, good morning."

"Busy?"
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"Oh no, not really." People are funny, Corey thought. They talk to one
another when they have nothing to say. They follow the script. There's a
damn good reason politeness and politics begin with the same four letters,
Corey thought. Then he thought that thought was meaningless. That was a
meaningless thought and he was a pretty dumb guy for thinking it.

"Well OK, Corey," said Dan with something like a sneer, looking down by the
coat rack at a tiny puddle on the �oor. "You have a good one, get some sleep."

"Will do. You do the same." Corey worried about what he just said, and he
worried about the subtly demeaning look and tone of his co-worker. He
meant for Dan to have a good day, not to get some sleep. He knew he knew
this, probably, and it didn't really matter, but this is how Corey's life dictated
he think. This was the same reason he was apt to get blindly drunk on his days
o�, week in and week out. And occasionally marginally drunk on work days,
before or after. Less seldom still, he would drink on shift.

Passing Jones on his way out, this ritual was repeated. But it was shorter and
less horrible.
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⌊ Hank ⌋

Hank thought he had a good gig. The Cricket, in those days, was slow and
easy, ten to midnight. His uncle on his mother's side, Devlin, owned and also
managed the place. But he was rarely there. Uncle Devlin lived in the modest
house right next door. Maybe he popped his head in once a day.  Usually less.
His number was written on a piece of white cardboard in thick blue marker.
It hung behind the counter next to the cigarette rack. In regular size black ink
below the digits it read: "Don't hesitate to call me, no matter what time.
–Manager Dev." (Nobody ever called him "Dev".)

This system of management seemed to work. Small town convenience stores
work in this manner so long as they are set up properly. The Cricket was set
up just about perfectly for this.

Devlin's front yard was actually just an extension of the parking lot, and the
house was literally next door. A two-foot gap separated the buildings. Maybe
a seven-step walk from door to door. He even painted parking lines straight
across the base of the front of his home. All of the ordering and paperwork he
took care of in an o�ce right near his front entrance. Delivery truck drivers
knew where to �nd him for signatures. The delivery truck drivers were almost
always the same people.
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⌊ Ed & Arnold ⌋

Ed was one of Smithy's seven nephews, and one of two nephew-employees.
Though Ed, the �rst born of Smithy's eldest sister, actually had him by a few
years age-wise. Arnold was Ed's best bud since he moved to town at the age of
ten a long time ago. Both men had families with multiple young children.
And they had worked at the auto garage since the day after high school ended.
They took it seriously.  Fixing cars is serious work. They were as much a part
of the garage now as the bright pink neon light vaguely crafted in the shape
and form of an old automobile allegedly crafted by Smithy himself during his
hippie youth.

⌊ Kyle ⌋

Kyle Slaughter was a forty-something widower.  He'd lost his wife to the only
murder Lamberton had seen in �ft-�ve years. Phil had known him most of his
life, somewhat intimately on the account of Kyle having dated his sister Laura
for sometime during high school. A time frame perhaps just shy of the
amount needed to achieve high school sweetheart status. The two men rarely
spoke.  Kyle worked every day in the city, a nearly two-hour commute. He
had no children and maybe three friends. Drinking buddies at the local bars.
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⌊ Mitch & Dennis ⌋

The afternoon help was nearly always colorless high school boys.  However,
the current part-time sta� included Mitch Dougan, possibly the third best
athlete at LHS. Dennis Pekod was just a lonely geek. Even shy among band
geeks. Despite his athletic prowess, Mitch only played one team sport,
football. So, in-season, he came in a couple hours late and stayed till ten.
Dennis relished running those fall afternoons solo. He was always
encouraging his boss to let him do so on a permanent basis.  Mostly when he
and he talked to his boss they talked about that. He hated working with jocks.

⌊ Madeline ⌋

Madeline came in regularly two days a week to do some restocking and take
inventory. But she was more valuable for her ability to �ll in for a sick worker
on extreme short notice. She was a retired school teacher who hung it up at
age twenty-six to marry. Almost ancient for small towns like Lamberton but
everything is relative. Many thought she worked at a diner to make a little
extra cash. For her children, two daughters, or for herself. Maybe for her
husband, Link. This being a perfectly normal and obvious thing to think in
the kind of manner where one really isn't thinking about thinking about the
thing at all. An inconsequential thing such as that. And since everyone's
reality was perfectly neutral in regards to this arrangement, things continued
as they were.
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⌊ Crabs ⌋

Crabs was a serious drug addict. Lucky for his addiction, his choice drugs
were seriously cheap. Dirt weed, paint, glue, the occasional speed pill, the
poorest vodka, sometimes gut-rot wine by the jug. Crabs was the lone son of
Molly's youngest sister and a man called Goran Crabo. Crabs the elder had
long since left town. Maybe Harry was �ve when he did. There was a certain
amount of feeling bad about all this that led his uncle to severely overpay the
twenty-something lost cause nephew out of pity. But what it amounted to
was drug money. In maybe eight quick hours of work each week he mostly
had the cash he needed to get lost in the small town, high on drugs.

⌊ Archer ⌋

Archer was fond of saying that the only prerequisites of the overnight
convenience store clerk were �fty years on earth and no hope. He was
sixty-one. Another drunk. And identical to his night shift counterpart in
every way but one. He was the only person who couldn’t see that, though.

⌊ Tommy ⌋

The Cricket closed at two on Sundays. Tommy Germain, a loudmouth
former cop, worked that shift morning to close. Tommy, on top of being old
and slow, could really talk a customer's ear o�. Things moved slower on
Sunday, but that was to be expected. If you were a patron on Sunday, Tommy
was at least partly why. He was something of a local celebrity.
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⌊ Mr. Wilson Flint ⌋

The original owner of The Cricket, a Mr. Wilson Flint,  was a bit of a
frontrunner in the concept of overnight service, as it were. He liked to brag
that The Cricket was the only store of its ilk open in the middle of the night.
And for a while there, maybe it was.

He was old when he sold, about eighty. But a spry eighty most people noted.
Nobody was exactly sure why he sold at the time.

He hadn't intended to sell it either. Just home from the LHS �fty-year
reunion, it felt like the time. He had made a good sum of money in his years
as owner. Years where he never once thought of trying to do something else.

⌊ Bert ⌋

It was a secret he wasn't in on.

He didn't know he was a genius. Six decades in and he had no idea. More
often than not, this is how it works out.  People with the potential to do great
things often do not.  And it is often no fault of their own.

It wasn't Bert Bertram's fault. He was no genius in any obvious way. He
wasn't good with numbers or history. He couldn't turn a phrase. But Bert
could think abstractly. In the most unique of ways. Unexplainable to himself
and strange enough to anyone who happened to be listening that they would
either ignore it or become enraged by it. I'm not any damn special or di�erent,
he thought. But he knew otherwise, even if the knowing was just a dull,
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sensory set of feelings to de�ect the fact to begin with.

It was a truly unfortunate scenario. He lived in a stream of absurdity and bad
light. He did see things inside the thinking from time to time. But he lacked
the power to articulate and so it congealed into a worry. And from a worry to
a vast depression. These things happen. As it turns out, being authentically
good at talking, even in a fake way, is maybe the best trait you can get. Or
accidentally slip into due to lack of shame, or deal for.

Secrets between two people are one thing. You have a partner there in that
game. But when the keeper of a secret is the space in front of your own
mouth, something some people call God, well, what can you do?

That's a cruelty of another kind. When it is so real such as that.

Not believing can be its own kind of dangerous too, Bert thought. And this
was something to believe in.

⌊ Timothy ⌋

Given the circumstances, the degrading thing that Timothy did might have
seemed ironic. To some. But who knew the extent of it, the intricacies to care?

He never told a soul, not even Carl one time in all their thousand
conversations. He didn't look at it like a secret. It was just something that
happened. Like seeing roadkill. On a not-so-hidden level, he wasn't too much
a fool to see this as poetic. Like Carl or even Bert, he had his henchmen out
for irony.
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⌊ Trish ⌋

A call from Lyla changed his mind about Trish.

He was sitting. He had money in his pocket.  Money in the bank. More
money in another bank. Money in things. Future money in ideas. Maybe
Gri�n wasn't the de�nition of happiness but he thought himself content.
Enough correct decisions and better-than-good guesses had led to his being
wealthy. To a point, separate of time or worry, or the ability to shake.

In the shower, his girlfriend Trish collected water in her jowls.  It was a
childish thing to do. She spit the water like she imagined an elephant might
from its trunk, showering its kin. And it made a tiny sound that merged with
the other falling droplets of water. She was happy. She knew how it seemed.
Super�cial. Gri�n was, as most people took mental note of, not on her level
looks-wise.

That she genuinely came to like him, even love him, made her feel good about
herself in a way distinctively di�erent from the general feeling of being happy
or perception of such. So was this just charity? Was this altruism? She felt she
knew what that word meant.

And then the inevitable war erupted between the two happy feelings. In her
psyche. The side that knew why she felt good and the side that did not.

They're all just chemicals anyway, Gri�n would've said. If Trish had thought
to ask him. Ignore them best you can.
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⌊ Nancy & J-Dubs ⌋

"No, no, no, don't touch that," Nancy Medina said to her �ve-year old son
John Wayne Soto, Jr., or J-Dubs as she was fond of calling him. There was a
worm escaping a crack in the pavement. It was spring then. This worm is lost
and should be on the grass, thought John Wayne. He was concerned it might
get roasted by the sun. And he wasn't totally wrong. Worms can shrink and
shrivel to an odd and taught orange string, even in mainly cold gray places.

"Mr. John Wayne Soto, Jr., do not even think about touching that thing."

"But it needs to be on the grass."

"I'm serious." The boy pouted, but obliged.

Where the hell is Alex? Nancy thought. Having recently con�rmed that her
ex-husband was in fact out of the area, and was in fact out of the country, she
was about to go on her �rst public date with her secret boyfriend, Thomas
Brin. Not in town, though. Couldn't risk that in Lamberton. Thomas was
leaving work early and was taking the rest of the day o� to chau�eur mother
and son to a quiet restaurant nearly an hour away. For a very special lunch.
He owed them as much, he thought. Hadn't they saved his life when he got to
Lamberton nine months ago? He surely thought they had.
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⌊ Alex or Bartolo ⌋

In Montgat, a moderately-sized community in Spain, Alex Soto's father John
Wayne was dying. Montgat is known as a somewhat exclusive dormitory town
for visitors of the capital, but to Alex it was a tourist trap.  Here, Alex went by
Bartolo, his given name. He was Bart Soto the mechanic. When he left
Montgat, he left Bartolo Soto behind. He named his son John Wayne Soto, Jr.
The name skipped a generation and he was the generation. That was the
point.

But his father was dying and with it his name. His stupid name. And it was
time to go back home.
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⌊ Kenny ⌋

Mom hated when Kenny played with bugs, which was as often as the small
boy could. In bugs he saw a mirror. So easily squashed, just like him. Most of
the girls his age had him by a good �ve or six inches. And his father, before his
father left for good the night Mommy called the cops, had beaten him.
Somewhat regularly.

Without the ability to express it, even in his mind, he wondered what being a
little bit bigger might bring. Would it ease some of that pain? Erase memories.
But he couldn't think that way. He plainly didn't think that way. The pain
itself wasn't even real. Since he didn't understand it in his young mind.

He didn't know what to make of Reginald at �rst.  Reginald was taller, but he
was also skinnier than Dad. He gave Kenny a good-sized rubber spider and
explained to him how real spiders were smaller and also so important. About
how they ate all the smaller, more annoying and bad little bugs. Kenny wasn't
totally sure that he liked spiders. He actually thought they sounded cruel.
But he feigned appreciation and smiled over the gift. He was better at that
than most his age.  He had learned to be a good actor incredibly fast.
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⌊ Denton ⌋

The �rst �re turned out to be nothing. And it was put out quickly with
almost no damage at all. Denton, a volunteer �re�ghter, happened to live on
the same street. Still in his pajamas he soaked the tiny blaze with a handheld
extinguisher. He got there on foot in no time. Instincts took over when he
heard the call over the radio. Antbal Street. That was his street. The call
actually woke him up. And he �gured running to the spot made more sense
than driving to the station �rst. It wasn't rocket science.

A small boy and his mother had waved him to the trouble.  Though he had
seen the smokey window before he saw them. He was able to quickly drag a
nearby picnic table to the side of the house. The window had been left open
despite the cold weather. That was perplexing but fortunate. Denton could
see it was just a small stove �re.  He leaned in, set up a good angle and aimed
the nozzle. The �re went out immediately.

"Is it out," the woman called.

"Yep," Denton said. He didn't know this woman. "This your house?"

"It's our house." She nudged the boy. "We live upstairs." She paused. "Thank
you. Thank you, very much."

"Not a problem."

"Are you sure it's out," she said, worriedly.  He glanced back through the
window, for her sake.
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"Oh it's out, alright. Somebody just forgot to turn o� the stove. Had some
food in the pot." He jumped down o� the table.  "Do you know the tenant by
chance?"  The woman blushed. Denton failed to notice this. He was trying
not to look at her face. Or anywhere near her.

"I do, yes.  A little bit.  His name is Mickey.  Mickey Greenbaum.  Do you
know who he is?"

"Who me?  No. No, I don't really no anyone. I just moved here, well, actually,
I grew up here. But I've just moved back after." He paused. He had joined the
volunteers to meet people. He had moved back, why, he wasn't sure. The only
person even close to his own age was his degenerate cousin Yuri. He slung the
�re extinguisher over his shoulder against his back. It was an unnatural
motion. His limp grasp of the rubber nozzle seemed to the woman an unreal
show of strength but, in truth, it didn't weigh that much. "It's been a long
time."  The canister really wasn't heavy at all. But holding like that made it
seem like it did.

"Oh. Well, I wouldn't worry about it."  Worry about what, she thought.  Why
had she just said that? She was nervous and uncomfortable. For several
reasons. One, her T-shirt was thin and white and partially see-through. It was
hard to keep her arms crossed and her son within reach. Knowing what she
did now about the danger of the �re, she reconsidered her panicky rushing.
Her bypassing of the coat rack.

Secondly, this mysterious �re�ghter, who had come out of nowhere, who was
wearing pajama pants covered with tiny polar bears, was the most attractive
man she had ever seen. At least in Lamberton. At least in the last few, di�cult
years. She did not know what to say.
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With their sirens and horn, the approaching �re truck made itself known.
When the pageantry of such things is void of necessity.

"Could you tell them what happened," Denton asked, vaguely pointing in the
direction of the sound. "I don't even have any shoes on. I mean, I'll be coming
back to talk to them, I just want to, you know, get dressed." He chuckled. She
complimented his sound with a smile.

"Oh I know, me too. It's so cold," she said. She came o� ditzy from nerves. Or
she thought that she had.  "His bus should be here literally any second now.
So, I'll be out here again anyway."

"Well, everything's �ne with the house, if you want to run in and get a jacket.
That would be, I'm sure that would be �ne.  Go 'head." Through the entire
brief moment he had tried hard not to look at her chest. And succeeded. He
had also been walking backwards away from the house, away from the woman
since he put out the �re. Very slowly. She didn't respond right away, so he
said, "That's it for me right now, everything is gonna be �ne. Personally, I
can't take it. It's too damn cold. So, I'm just gonna, you know, run back to my
place, which is, it's not that far from here. It's over there. I live right over
there. But I'm coming back. Maybe I'll see you when I get back."

"Yes. Thank you. Thanks again," she said, having to say it loudly because of
the distance now between them and the sound of the sirens closing in. She
waved, and her son did the same. And then whoever-that-was turned and ran
o�, meshing some combination of goodbyes into what sounded like,
"Sigh-ya." Nearly tripping on his own feet and bobbling the red metal
instrument. In the snow with polar bear pants. Like a fool, he thought.
Righting himself into a swift athletic stride, he was gone.
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"Bye," she said.  To herself.  Her voice was unusually high.

⌊ Will ⌋

His drink of choice for the decade was gin. Mixed with an ever-changing
assortment of cutters. Tonight he was blending a thick red veggie juice. It was
Will's take on a Bloody Mary. Backwards in just about every way.

Instead of salt, pepper and hot sauce, he had sugared it with several packets of
pink packet co�ee sweetener and even a dab of honey. A candy cane from the
annual Cricket party he used as a stirrer. It was Christmas Eve.

The work Christmas party had taken place at Mr. Flint's. Old Sally had been
called to �ll in for all the regulars. The party was at six and the store closed
early at eight. Sally joined them then. Her husband didn't mind.  He was also
a damn drunk.

So many small town drunks. With so many it was hard to see oneself for what
one was. Or too easy.

Will stirred his odd alcoholic drink with a candy cane and looked out the
window. A full moon. The night had been unusually warm.  It was two in the
morning.

Several books he'd tried to look at were scattered on his lap. To tire his mind,
to help the gin just do its job. And he was �nally passing out. The moon was
bright. He sang an odd unrecognizable Christmas song. It accompanied him
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to slumber.  It wasn't his real voice.  So he wasn't alone after all.

⌊ Clark Schmidt ⌋

The Cricket was just o� the highway. That's why Wilson Flint thought it
would be a good idea to keep it open all night. For the truck drivers.  He
convinced a man named Clark Schmidt to let him build a sign on the edge of
his property, a billboard pointing towards the southbound tra�c. Advertising
this somewhat novel fact. Schmidt's dairy farm ran right up to the gully
before the pavement.

Schmidt was paid a modest fee for this use of his land. And never once did he
ask for a penny more from Wilson Flint, nor did his children who took over
farm operations when he died. They certainly could have. There was no
original paperwork involved. This was something.

In all those years the sign needed repainting only twice. The second time, The
Cricket's own Bert Bertram got the commission. He was allowed to design it
anyway he saw �t. Everyone assumed he was a painter.

"I was a painter. I don't paint anymore."

"Still," Mr. Flint said.  "I've heard good things."  He could sense an unease in
Josh.  "Listen, the sign's a wreck and of course I'll pay you.  It's real nicely lit
now since we got the new �oodlights up. It doesn't need to be anything
fancy."

"I'm really not sure about this."  Bert struggled.
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"Come on, Josh.  Don't make me ask Mr. Schmidt himself." This was meant
to be a joke. "I called the farm, they don't care when you stop by. Any time in
the next two weeks is �ne."

"What about paint?"

"Got some in the shed. There's also some old tin letter stencils, but don't feel
like you have to use them."

"Okay." He agreed, more so than anything, to end the conversation.

"Okay?  That's great."  The owner smiled sincerely.  "I'm really glad to hear
that. That sign is something of an institution. We could've replaced it with a
billboard years ago, but there's a certain charm in the hand-painting. You
know?"

"Sure," Bert said. He was nervous but part of him felt good. "Truckers expect
it," he talked slowly. "They're kind of stuck so they like seeing something
stuck too." Mr. Flint liked Josh a great deal. He liked the way he talked.
Methodically and impossibly self-conscious. Though they spoke infrequently
he looked forward to his rare insights. His tiny, softly intelligent quips.

"And it's not just the truckers, Bert. Or the regulars stopping o�. Families
traveling and strangers too. That sign's important." He paused. Then stuck
out his hand. "I think this is a great idea."  They shook.

"Yeah, me too."

And Bert was immediately struck with the dread of a blank mind. When he
thought about what it should be, he shuddered. And turned more pale.
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⌊ Lexy ⌋

Lexy had wanted to die for quite some time. She thought of herself as the
most depressed person in town. And she was correct.

The least depressed man in the entire community was fond of saying that he
did not and could not understand why anyone ever did anything they didn't
want to do. Secretly, he thought the prevalence of this issue would somehow
end human life all together. This man was Mr. Wilson Flint. Who left town
fourteen months before his death.  He was right about a lot of things.

Lexy remembered Mr. Flint, fondly. And in all her sadness and moping could
still recall an incident with the kind man. As clear as the pain she felt
constantly and without reason.

She was so young. Maybe not yet �ve. She must have been frowning or
pouting in the church yard after service. Or had she had a crying �t and
Mother sent her away? Was it really just the two of them?

He handed her a �ower. He had appeared out of nowhere.

In her memory, the �ower is a blur, maybe dried-up and brown. But his
words, they echoed still..

"Cheer the fuck up, little girl."
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⌊ Arett ⌋

Arett hadn't had a drink in two months when he abruptly left the city and
moved to Lamberton. It had been suggested at AA on a bit of a whim, but
something in the notion sent him soaring. Maybe I could get back writing
again, he thought. Free from these distractions, these bad friends. And he
would need less money to live there.

The owner of a duplex in Lamberton was the �rst number he called.  And the
only. It seemed a fair price, far enough away, the lease could start immediately.
His sponsor J.T. was less than thrilled.

"This seems like a rash decision, Arett.  Have you even looked into meetings
in the area?"

"I'm really not so concerned about that.  I think I just need to get away from
here," he told J.T., sixteen years his elder, the last �ve of which sober. "There's
too many temptations. And also distractions."

"I understand your thinking, but there'll be bars and drinkers to �nd there
too. It's not going to be easy wherever you are, but you've established a
network of support here." To Arett, he seemed to be feigning this worry. "I
don't really think this is a good idea, to be honest.  Are you saying you aren't
going to attend meetings?"

"I'm saying it's not a priority." The conversation quickly ended. Coldly.

On the drive, Arett actually prayed to God that the landlord wouldn't back
out.  He couldn't recall the last time he'd prayed. Or any time. It seemed
funny, but he was nervous. And he drove fast. He had no other plans.
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⌊ Arett ⌋

He woke up slowly on his �rst morning in town. The co�eemaker, a blanket,
an old lamp and a few books were the only thing he'd unpacked the night
before. Upon opening his eyes from sleep, at any time, even in the middle of
the night, something in Arett's brain decided he needed to have a cigarette.
He was glad this little place had a 24-hour convenience store. He lit up and
smoked the whole thing in bed. Only moving his right arm. Ashes fell to the
wood of the �oor.

After starting the co�ee, he sat back down on the blanket next to the wall.  He
positioned a garbage bag full of clothes behind his back and grabbed one of
the books he was reading. A science �ction novel. It was di�cult to stick to
the words that morning.

Arett kept looking up at the drip of the co�ee, and sort of vaguely all around
at the empty fading o�-white of his new home. With a smile. It was a Monday
morning and he was so glad for that fact. Glad for the meaningless
symbolism. The sun was shining and his senses were too big for a book.

Pouring co�ee, he heard a car pull up out front. A woman and a small child
got out. He watched them at a favorable angle, without blinking.

⌊ Van ⌋

In the sour barroom air, a hint of approaching violence seemed to linger. Van
thought this. And Van thought himself a good barometer for such. As he
sipped on a gin and cranberry juice in The Mule & Bucket.
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He was drinking away the noontime of a day-o�. He hadn't eaten a thing.
The late shift preceded a four-hour slumber which then led to this. Groggy
eyes and a glass of liquor that didn't taste clean. He made no apologies for his
disheveled appearance, and didn't need to. The Mule & Bucket was the dive
of dives.  It was many a drunk's �rst stop of the day. And many others' last.

Somehow, often, the two sects mingled. Perhaps that's not surprising.

Now why is it that most drunks, some unsocial to the point of a panic, like to
congregate? Seems to move against the whole persona, Van pondered.
Knowing full well he didn't have a solid answer. That his presence there
crossed this very thinking. Maybe they drink in bars to feel real. To see
themselves re�ected in the other quiet sippers and slow, mopey smokers. To
occasionally vocalize under the guise of cloudy thoughts. It isn't real life but
an adequate facsimile. And every once in a while the muted booze-fueled
conversation did turn real. The kind of real that turns dangerous lightning
fast. If not pathetically so.

And Van believed in the power of anger. And of pathos. Though he would
not have called it that.

Just then, Zack Washburn, who had been arguing with his equally
unemployed brother-in-law T.J. Todd, picked up his beer bottle and smashed
it against the hard wood of the bar. He had been expecting it to break cleanly.
Leaving him the bottleneck and a jagged weapon in front of his grip. But it
didn't go down that way.

A sloppy-drunk Zack lost control of the bottle, and it careened o� the bar
without breaking.  It broke upon hitting the �oor. Would he have really cut
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his brother-in-law if it hadn't? Probably not. But the threatening display was
enough for the younger, stronger T.J. to punch him in the face. And he did
not bungle or fail in the execution of his chosen, judiciously less-violent
retort.

Zack Washburn, aided no doubt by the alcohol he had consumed in far too
large a quantity for a Monday morning, was unconscious before his body met
the shattered glass beside the bar. His head seemed to bounce in a funny way.

Van didn't get up. But his facial expression changed slightly.  He sipped his
dusty drink. Come midnight he was o�.

⌊ J-Dubs ⌋

In the backseat of the car, J-Dubs found a bug to look at. It was a cloud.  Like
a cross between a grasshopper and a worm. Somehow, he �gured, that was
what it was. He pictured the hybrid insect with strangely human-like eyes.
Bright eyes of a cartoon. He did this without a sense of �ction, or
impossibility. The creature in his mind could speak. It was as good as real.

And this bug said to the boy, who knew the car was moving too fast, that he
shouldn't be scared. That the man behind the wheel was not going to hurt
him.

But then the bug left.  Had bug-things to do.

J-Dubs was scared. The hum of the engine roared. How fast can this car go?
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⌊ Leroy & Mr. Samuel ⌋

"These pancakes are delicious, Leroy," Mr. Samuel could barely get out.  His
mouth and fork were a wheel. Were cogs in a motion. By the window, sitting
on a stool, Leroy nodded silently. Hearing words without meaning.  In
between large bites, Mr. Samuel continued, "I thought we could maybe �nish
that short story, today." He poured half a glass of orange juice down his
throat. "Take a break on the Biggie."

Leroy was reading the paper and could feel the heat o� the window from the
sun.  The words "take a break" had passed the �lter.  "What's that now?" he
said.

Mr. Samuel smiled with pumping lips and cheeks swelled with the dense
moisture of pancakes drowned in a quarter-stick of butter. The swallow was
slow and enjoyable. After a swipe of his mouth's perimeter with a barehand,
he said, with enthusiasm, "Let's �nish the one about the department store.
The one with the naturalist buying a tie. I think the damn Biggie's getting
stale. It's been a while."

Leroy loved Tuesday morning.

⌊ Devlin ⌋

He enjoyed sitting at his desk. Watching the customers come and go. The
medium hum of a cheap radio rattling o� news, sports scores, weather.
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The desk was positioned against the broad o�ce window. Perfectly centered.
There wasn't much else in the room. Devlin liked that he could see these
people because they could not see him. Because that is how light and glass and
eyeballs work, he thought. He wished all systems could be so simple. Maybe if
people were just more accepting. And then that thread trailed o�. Business
was slow, he thought instead.

It is an easy thing. A mind drifting.

Devlin then thought about Karen Slaughter. He thought about her death on
the day he re-opened The Cricket. After The Cricket's only week o� in more
than half a century. Which was something that had really happened.  Her
death. His buying a convenience store in the middle of nowhere. It was
impossible to convince himself otherwise. And as a gaudy magnet hooked to a
fridge might disrupt a kitchen, such were these recollections to his wandering
mind. His mind was less wayward than most. And his refrigerator was littered
with the garish novelties of a life spent faking something.

He tried painfully hard to latch onto the words of the radio. To hear them
and get their meaning. He walked to the bedroom window on the opposite
side of the home. He peered at the massive stake that had once held the
handmade sign advertising The Cricket.

He thought about going down to the basement to check on Leroy and Mr.
Samuel. And see how they were making out.
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⌊ ? ⌋

He always thought he looked his age. Or younger. He was staring at himself
in his foyer mirror. It had rust marks around the edges.  He was very
intoxicated. Someone was talking.

"But what does that mean?" They were both drunk.

"What does what mean," he responded.  This someone was damn near
blind-drunk, or so it seemed. It would be the last time in his life he would ever
touch alcohol. And he would live a long time. But not someone.

"I am living in an alternate reality," he said in a mocking voice.  "You say that
all the time."

In his glass was a diet soda and gin mixture. Containing more of the latter. I
have some amazing thoughts on depression. Real, tangible stu� but I could
get it out sideways so people would truly care. We should write about that, he
thought.

"Oh that," he took a seat on the ratty couch, propping a foot on the back of
this someone’s leg. "That's just something that I say. I am in and of an
alternate reality." He tapped his foot on the calf of the leg. "That's true you
know."

To what degree this fact was so, would come up often later, he thought. Or
then again, perhaps not at all.
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⌊ Karen Slaughter ⌋

Mr. Flint did not live in the house that Devlin called his home, though he'd
owned it just as long as he had the store.

"The house is part of the deal. If you don't buy the house, there is no deal.  To
tell you the damn honest truth, I am going to miss that foolish useless house
more than the damn Cricket. I made a lot of women in that house. The
house, and everything in it, is part of the deal."

The deal did not come about as suddenly as it might've seemed. Devlin had
stuck around after his ten-year high school reunion. To wear two primary
hats. To help his sister Marietta with her wayward son. And to reconnect with
Karen Slaughter.

Was one a guise? Was one more worthy than the other? Did his abandoning of
a devoted woman defeat both acts? Did her having to seek out con�rmation
kill both completely? When Gloria said she just wanted to make sure he was
alive, she wasn't even lying you know.

And that his morning conversations with two old men metaphorically held
captive in his basement became his most enjoyable moments, his most real.
What then did that say about him? His life? His character?

"What the hell are you doing here?" They would often ask. As if he was
interrupting.

To which Devlin would respond with laughter. Then they would all laugh.
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⌊ Melissa ⌋

When Melissa pulled into the train station, she felt funny. She couldn’t wait
any longer. Now that the day had �nally arrived, and that the day wasn't
providing the internal �reworks she had hoped for, she felt incredibly funny.
And sad. What is this supposed to feel like, she wondered.

She waited on the platform for the train. It was running late. She listened,
more than she watched, for its approaching rustle. And she thought about
leaving Lamberton forever, for good. He would be here soon, she thought.
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